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Abstract 
 

 Many experienced high school teachers readily admit that, increasingly, students feel 
disconnected from the English curriculum they are expected to study and master. In addition, in 
recent years, I have come to realize that students in general are apathetic about many 
assignments; without careful planning and scaffolding, they are rarely invested in learning about 
poetry belonging to previous generations, especially when it is written by adults with whom they 
neither resemble or identify. However, I also know that students appreciate opportunities to 
express themselves and their passions, and in my classroom, I have personally seen this translate 
into an appreciation of the works of poets which are frequently identified as integral parts of the 
illusive English Literature canon. Coming up with creative assignments that students can relate 
to—rooted in the required curriculum and Virginia Standards of Learning, of course—has 
proven to be the best way I’ve found to engage my students.  
 
 This unit will introduce older high school students to, among others, teenage Malagasy 
spoken word poet, Caylah, and her poetry. As background for understanding the subject matter 
of Caylah’s poetry, and to correct any preconceived assumptions about Madagascar, students 
will conduct guided research about this island country. The individual lessons, including excerpts 
from the current best-selling book Becoming by former First Lady Michelle Obama, stress the 
importance of finding and using one’s voice to promote change. Subsequent lessons will 
introduce students to the history and elements of effective spoken word (or slam) poetry, show 
them performances by relevant spoken word poets, expose them to important current events they 
may choose to write about, and engage them in a writer’s workshop where they will produce 
their own spoken word poems. The culminating activity for this unit is a Poetry Slam, during 
which students will perform their poems for their classmates and their teacher.  
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Connections and Justifications for Teaching This Unit 
What is the connection of this unit to the Virginia Standards of Learning for English? 
 
Grade Ten (10.5): 

The student will read and analyze a variety of poetry. 
a) Compare and contrast the use of rhyme, rhythm, and sound to convey a message. 
b) Compare and contrast the ways in which poets use techniques to evoke emotion in the 

reader. 
c) Interpret and paraphrase the meaning of selected poems. 

 
Grade Eleven (11.1): 

The student will make informative and persuasive presentations. 
a) Gather and organize evidence to support a position. 
b) Present evidence clearly and convincingly. 
c) Support and defend ideas in public forums. 

 
Grade Twelve (12.1):  

The student will make a 5 to 10-minute formal oral presentation. 
a) Choose the purpose of the presentation: to defend a position, to entertain an audience, 

or to explain information. 
b) Use a well-structured narrative or logical argument. 
c) Use details, illustrations, statistics, comparisons, and analogies to support purposes. 

 
Where does this unit fit into the curriculum? 
  
Grade Ten: the reading curriculum is an overview of World Literature; the writing curriculum 
includes a focus on identifying and using poetic devices, identifying and using figurative 
language, and practicing expository writing. This unit could be used in either a study of genres or 
in a unit of African Literature. 
 
Grade Eleven: the reading curriculum is an overview of American Literature; the writing 
curriculum includes a focus on incorporating details and specific word choice, identifying and 
using figurative language, and writing literary analyses. This unit could be used as a supplement 
to the poetry of the Harlem Renaissance or in an American Civil Rights/Protest unit.  
 
Grade Twelve: the reading curriculum is an overview of British Literature (which can be 
expanded to include postcolonial literature; the writing curriculum includes a focus on narrative 
writing. This unit could be used as an introduction to personal narrative writing.  
 
Reasons for including Madagascar and Caylah: 
 
I teach in a lower socioeconomic area where, in a good year, approximately 54% of our 
graduates pursue a college education. Many who do so will take classes at the local community 
college. Even though the high school where I teach is located 11 miles from Richmond, the 
capital of Virginia, too many of our students have never even visited the city. Instead, most of 
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our students will grow up and live out their entire lives in the Highland Springs community, 
working at the local Mondelez/Nabisco plant, without venturing out of a five-mile radius.  
 

Each of the past ten summers, I have made it a point to travel to a different country so 
that I can immerse myself in the local culture. When I return, I look for literature from that 
county, along with artwork, that I can expose my students to, by working it into our existing 
curriculum framework whenever and wherever I can. For example, three years ago, I traveled to 
Dublin, Ireland. That year, I introduced my students to the poetry of Eavan Boland and Seamus 
Heaney, along with the short stories of Liam O’Flaherty. This provided me with the opportunity 
to talk about the Potato Famine, immigration issues, and “The Troubles” – topics which are 
rarely talked about at length in their history classes.  

 
This past summer, I had the opportunity to travel to Madagascar. When I told last year’s 

students where I was planning to go on my summer trip, many of them immediately started 
talking about the 2005 animated film “Madagascar.” It became clear to me that some students 
didn’t even realize that it was an actual country; some thought Madagascar was a completely 
made up name. Because I realize that, largely due to advancements in technology, the 
globalization of the world’s economy is happening at break-neck speed, I know that such 
simplistic (and limited) thinking will hamper the future success of my students. They need an 
accurate and expansive worldview, and if my students cannot travel to see world themselves, it is 
my responsibility to bring the world to them.  

 
In August, I saw first-hand that Madagascar is a beautiful country, but like so many 

others, it suffers from the repercussions of colonialism. As a result of my trip, I created a 
PowerPoint about Madagascar that I showed on the first day of class this year. In a recent unit I 
taught, I worked the 1920s colonial poetry of Malagasy poet Joseph-Casimir Rabearivelo into 
my unit on the Harlem Renaissance, for example. It was amazing to see my students connect 
Rabearivelo’s themes to those found in the works of Jean Toomer and Paul Lawrence Dunbar. 
The inclusion of Malagasy spoken word poet Caylah seems a natural addition to my existing 
poetry unit. The topics she writes about are similar to those that my students view as issues in 
their own communities. They will be able to relate to her and her work because she is close to 
their age, and because she looks and sounds like them.   
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Essential Questions: 
 

1. How does spoken word poetry contribute to our understanding of self and others?  
2. How can we use our voices to effectively invoke change in our world? 
3. How have others found used their voices to draw attention to problems in their 

communities?  
 
Learning Objectives: 
 

1. Students will learn about the genre of spoken word poetry including its history, 
development, and characteristics.  

2. Students will become familiar with the work and performances of professional and 
amateur spoken word poets. 

3. Students will learn about Caylah and the country of Madagascar in order to broaden their 
knowledge of geography while simultaneously understanding that some current issues 
and problems, which they currently might be experiencing in their own communities, are 
universal. 

4. Students will be able to understand how to communicate through spoken poetry. 
5. Students will write original spoken word/slam poems that meet established criteria. 
6. Students will perform their original spoken word/slam poems.    

 
 
*Note:  This unit is designed for older students. While these lessons could certainly be adapted 
for younger grade levels, some of the works included in the lessons that follow may contain 
questionable language. Teachers are advised to preview and change the resources as needed. 
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Unit Outline: 
 

• Unit length as designed: approximately two weeks. 
• Each day correlates to a 90-minute class period which meets six times over the two/two-

and-a half-week period. 
• This unit is designed for a class that has ready access to computers, preferably 1:1 lap 

tops/Chromebooks. 
  
Key topics:   

• Importance of finding and using one’s voice to evoke change 
• The history and development of spoken word poetry  
• Major “players” in the spoken word poetry world 
• General, brief overview of Madagascar and Malagasy spoken word poet, Caylah 

 
Lesson Activities: 
 
Day One Focus: 
 What is voice? Why do individuals need to learn to use their voices to promote change? 
 
Day Two Focus: 
 The history of spoken word poetry 
 Characteristics of spoken word poetry 
 
Day Three Focus: 
 Exposure to Madagascar and Malagasy spoken word poet, Caylah 
 Exploring topics that matter and current events for inspiration 
 
Day Four Focus: 
 Continue to research current events as inspiration  
 Begin Writer’s Workshop: spoken word poetry 
 
Day Five Focus: 
 Continue Writer’s Workshop: spoken word poetry 
 
Day Six Focus: 
 Spoken Word Performances/In-house Poetry Slam 
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DAY ONE: What is voice? Why do individuals need to learn to use their voices to promote 
change? 
 
15-20 minutes: 
Students will explore what others say about the power of finding one’s voice by reading and 
responding to the following quotes. This can be done in a variety of ways:  
 
• Copying the following quotations onto a worksheet and having students paraphrase and 

briefly respond to each (or maybe their top five). 
• Copying the following quotations onto large sheets of paper posted throughout the room. 

Students could silently rotate and make comments in writing. 
• Students could pick one or two of the quotes that speak to them and write a detailed response 

in the form of a journal entry. 
 
“The human voice is the organ of the soul.” – Henry Wadsworth Longfellow 
 
“Find your voice and inspire others to find theirs.” – Stephen Covey 
 
“Never be afraid to use your voice for honesty and truth and compassion against lying and 
injustice and greed. If people all over the world…would do this, it would change the earth for 
good.” – William Faulkner 
 
“Don’t let the noise of others drown out your own inner voice.” – Steve Jobs 
 
“If you hear a voice within you say ‘don’t paint’ then by all means paint, and that voice will be 
silenced.” - Vincent Van Gogh 
 
“When the whole world is silent, even one voice becomes powerful.” – Malala Yousafzai 
 
“Stay strong. Stand up. Have a voice.” – Shawn Johnson 
 
“The tongue can paint what the eye cannot see.” – Chinese proverb 
 
“Leadership is not bullying and leadership is not aggression. Leadership is the expectation that 
you can use your voice for good. That you can make the world a better place.” – Sheryl Sandberg 
 
“Be a voice for the future and a voice for the planet.”  - Paul Watson 
 
“The ultimate tragedy is not the oppression and cruelty by the bad people, but the silence over 
that by the good people.”  - Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.  
 
10 minutes: 
Discuss what students wrote by reviewing comments and/or asking for volunteers.  
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10 minutes: 
Show the following TEDTalk video: “The Danger of Silence” by Clint Smith. 

(https://www.ted.com/talks/clint_smith_the_danger_of_silence) 
 
40 minutes (20 minutes for part one, 20 minutes for part two: 
Using excerpts from Becoming by Michelle Obama, students will understand the how this 
famous person developed her voice. In the interest of time, the cooperative learning jigsaw 
method of sharing information might work best. 
 
Jigsaw Method: 
  
Part One: Arrange students into groups. Provide each group with a different excerpt to read and 
analyze.  
 
Part Two: Students then join other groups to review the material they studied and discussed.  
 
Suggested excepts and the ideas found in these selected passages: 

Ø Group 1: pages 40-41, pages 65-66 (when others try to silence her) 
Ø Group 2: pages 69 -71, page 87 (regret at not speaking up) 
Ø Group 3: pages 115 – 118 (recognizing the power of voice in someone else—Barack 

Obama) 
Ø Group 4: pages 259-261 (when her voice is misinterpreted) 
Ø Group 5: pages 337-339, 402 (finding worthwhile causes for her voice) 
Ø Group 6: pages 368-369 (the cost of speaking up/meeting Nelson Mandela) 

 
Homework:  
Read and annotate “The Transformation of Silence into Language and Action” by Audre Lorde. 
This essay is found in the Resources section of this unit plan.  
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DAY TWO: The history of spoken word poetry/characteristics of spoken word poetry 
 
10 minutes:  
Show YouTube video of excerpt of Michelle Obama’s last speech as First Lady. 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zGeab3CDLek) 

 
The except itself lasts 5:14 minutes; use the remaining time to show the evolution of Obama 
from one who was reluctant to let her authentic voice be heard (tie into yesterday’s reading) to an 
accomplished speaker. Spend the remaining time making sure that students understand this 
transformation and that Obama had to consciously develop and shape her voice, along with her 
message. 
   
20-25 minutes:  
Whole class discussion of Lorde article in seminar format. 
 
Questions to prime the discussion: 
 

• What is the main argument that Lorde makes in this piece?  
• What is Lorde’s purpose in writing this essay? 
• What is your favorite quote from Lorde’s essay?  

 
50-55 minutes:  
Introduce students to spoken word (aka slam) poetry.  Do this first by asking students about their 
opinion of poetry in general, and funneling these questions into pointed questions about what 
students know about spoken word/slam poetry.  
 
Students will then complete the Spoken Word web quest in order to understand the history and 
development of spoken word poetry. They will also be introduced to the characteristics of 
spoken word poetry and well-known American spoken word poets.  
 
Homework:  
Visit the Young Poets website, or the YouthSpeaks Youtube channel, and view three additional 
spoken word poetry performance videos of your choice. In an electronic Blackboard 
post/discussion board post due by 11:59 pm tomorrow night, write a detailed post about one of 
these poets, their poem, and their performance. Which was your favorite and why? No more than 
three students can write about the same poet/performance. Your posting should be a minimum of 
200 words. (https://ypn.poetrysociety.org.uk/features/discover-some-sensational-spoken-word-
artists/) 
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DAY THREE: Introducing students to Madagascar and Malagasy spoken word poet, Caylah; 
Finding appropriate topics for writing spoken word poems 
  
15-20 minutes: 
Complete the “What’s in your heart?” activity. Hand out a heart template (located in Resources 
section), and instruct students to fill their hearts with things they love about their lives, things 
they carry in their hearts, things they love about their world, things that make them feel 
loved...they can write words, draw symbols, etc.  
 
After about 10 minutes, have students fill the blank space outside of their hearts with things that 
bother them about their school, community, country, world…they should attempt to fill all of the 
blank space with local, national, and international issues that they feel strongly about. 
 
The purpose of this activity is two-fold. The brainstorming inside of the heart can be used for 
future writing assignments (I typically do this “heart” activity early in the school year and have 
students glue this into the front of their writing notebooks so that they have writing topics readily 
available), while the brainstorming of what is outside of the heart will help students begin to 
focus on potential topics to research for their own Spoken Word poems.  
 
15-20 minutes: 
In order to show students that some issues and problems are more universal than they might 
think, and to provide them with background information about Caylah, a young Malagasy 
spoken word poet. With the entire class, complete the first two columns of a K-W-L chart about 
Madagascar. (The K column is for what they know or think they know; the W is for what they 
would like to learn.) 
 
Then show students a teacher-created PowerPoint about Madagascar and Malagasy slam poet, 
Caylah, 
 
Students will complete the L category of the K-W-L chart; if some of the W questions were not 
answered by the information in the PowerPoint, students should then conduct a few minutes of 
guided research to find the answers.  
 
25-30 minutes: 
Show the following videos, stopping after each to discuss them: 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xtn9Xw-W7xs (*note: this video is in French, but it shows a 
Caylah performing and it also has scenes of beautiful art and landscapes in Madagascar. Even 
though Cayla’s is speaking in French, her passion and energy is evident. Perhaps, with additional 
preparation, a French teacher would help translate what Caylah actually says). 2:36 minutes in 
length. 
 
Ask students for oral responses to the following questions:  
 

• Even though Caylah’s performance is in French, what do you think her poem was about? 
How do you know?  
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• If any of you speak French, did you catch any words or phrases?  
• What did you think of her performance?  
• What does she do well?  
• How did she hold your attention?  

 
Introduce the next short video by explaining that it, too, is in French, but that it shows another 
Caylah performance and another view of Madagascar.  
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ANh88G2Odbo  (*note: in this video, Caylah performs her 
“Madagascar, My Country” poem while walking through Antananarivo. Although this poem is 
also performed in French, periodically, words written in English appear on the screen).  2:41 
minutes in length. 
 
http://www.africanews.com/2016/07/12/madagascar-using-slam-music-as-therapy//  (*note: this 
is a story about Caylah and is in English, although the reporter has a heavy accent.) 1:23 minutes 
in length. 
 
Discuss Caylah videos.  
 
30-40 minutes: 
Students should research a current event (can be up to three years old) that matters to them. This 
can be a local or national issue, but it must be one that they feel passionately about – it has to 
evoke strong emotions in them. They can use what they included on their “hearts” as a starting 
point.  
 
Homework: 
Continue researching topics. Save multiple articles on the same issue or news story.  
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DAY FOUR:  Continue to research current events as inspiration; Begin Writer’s Workshop: 
spoken word poetry 
 
10-15 minutes: 
Round-robin (orally) the topics that students are exploring.  
 
20-30 minutes: 
Have students do some brief research on the writing of spoken word/slam poems. Break students 
into groups and have each group access and read the information about that topic on at least one 
of the following websites: 
 
https://www.theodysseyonline.com/11-steps-to-write-spoken-word-poem  
https://www.brighthubeducation.com/help-with-writing/128513-slam-poetry-and-spoken-word/  
https://www.digitalpoet.net/how-to-write-slam-poetry  
https://www.powerpoetry.org/actions/how-write-slam-poetry  
https://www.poets.org/poetsorg/text/brief-guide-slam-poetry  
 
10-15 minutes: 
Using information learned by perusing the websites listed above, conduct a whole class 
discussion and come to a consensus class about the required criteria (length, literary elements 
that must be included, etc.) for the students’ written spoken word/slam poems. Post the agreed 
upon criteria in a prominent location in the classroom. Use the criteria to create a rubric for 
written spoken word/slam poems at http://rubistar.4teachers.org/index.php . It would be helpful 
for the teacher to create a checklist of the criteria for students to use as a peer-review checklist 
for Day #5. 
 
Remaining class time:  
Students should begin brainstorming and crafting their spoken word/slam poems. The teacher 
should circulate among the classroom offering suggestions, constructive criticism, and answering 
questions. 
 
Homework: 
Continue working on spoken word poems with the goal of having a completed or nearly-finished 
draft for next class.   
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DAY FIVE:  Continue Writer’s Workshop: spoken word poetry; Peer-reviewing 
 
15-20 minutes 
Students will have this time to review and/or complete their poems.  
 
20-30 minutes:  
Students will work in self-selected groups of three. They will take turns reading their poems 
aloud to their group mates. If the teacher has made a checklist for the required components of the 
assigned spoken-word/slam poems, students should use these to double-check that the necessary 
elements are present. They should offer constructive criticism and suggested areas for 
improvement.  
 
Remaining class time: 
Students will work on editing and wordsmithing their poems. At the end of class, they will 
submit electronic copies of their poems for grading.  
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DAY SIX: Spoken Word Performances/In-house Poetry Slam 
 
Students will take turns presenting their original spoken word/slam poems in a café-like setting. 
Teachers should explore partnering with the librarians to use the school librarians (or with the 
theater/drama teacher to use the auditorium). I prefer using the library as it is a more intimate 
space. 
 
Try to recreate an authentic spoken word/slam poetry setting by covering small tables with table 
cloths (try pieces of fabric – students can even graffiti these with fabric or magic markers) and 
having candles (use flameless tea lights) on the tables so that the lights can be kept low. 
Background music, to play between poems, would also be appropriate. The teacher might 
consider naming the spoken word/poetry slam and creating programs with the order of poems 
and spoken word poets. 
 
Although the spoken word/slam poetry performances can be graded, this might take away from 
the engagement, fun, and authenticity of the assignment.  
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Intro to Madagascar Powerpoint Notes* 
 
*This should be seen as a starting point for a powerpoint and educators are encouraged to find 
more information that focuses on the culture and contributions of Malagasy people that 
humanizes and normalizes their identities and histories. Do not overly focus on stereotypical 
themes such as wildlife, poverty, and other topics that “other” Madagascar. Avoid the use of 
loaded terms such as “tribe” and focus on seeing Madagascar in a global context in lieu of using 
its proximity to the African continent as a reference point for comparisons. And most 
importantly, acknowledge differences and celebrate similarities so students can more easily 
relate to the topic.  
 
Slide 2 

• Fourth largest island in the world at 587, 000 square kilometers. Located off the coast of 
Africa.  

• The capital city is called Antananarivo. 
• There are two official languages: French and Malagasy, a language that has roots in both 

African and Indonesian languages. 
• The culture and people have ties to Indonesia, though it is not sure how or when the two 

places were connected. Madagascar is believed to have been populated for thirteen 
hundred years.  

• Essentially, two seasons on the island: a hot, rainy season from Nov to April and a cool 
dry season from May to Oct (in the opposite hemisphere). It is also an area that is known 
to have powerful cyclones.  

 
Slide 3 

• A complicated political history: The island was made up of many ethnic groups before it 
was united as a kingdom. The Merina people were the elite on this island and developed 
the Merina Kingdom. Then, in 1895, it was invaded by the French Military and became a 
colony in 1896.  

• It remained under French rule until 1957, and Madagascar got full independence in 1960. 
• Current government’s constitution was created recently (there was no internationally 

recognized government from 2009 to 2014) and the government includes both an elected 
president and an appointed prime minister. The president’s is limited to three five-year 
terms. 

 
Slide 4 

• This building is the Queen’s Palace complex on the highest hill in Antananarivo – the 
capital city of Madagascar. It was almost completely destroyed by fire in 1995. 

 
Slide 5 

• Market Stalls 
 
Slide 6 

• Art Pieces  
• The traditional form of oral literature/poetry in Madagascar is called “hainteny,” which in 

Malagasy is translated as “knowledge of words.” It is from the Merina people of the 
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island and is known for its use of a lot of metaphors. (connection with the oral 
performance aspect of slam poetry)  

 
Slide 7 

• The ecotourism industry is considered one of the key players in the redevelopment of 
modern Madagascar.  
 

Slide 8 
• Because it is so isolated, most of the plant and animal species are unique to the island!  
• There are, for instance, 670 different species of snails that you can find in Madagascar. 
• And of course, there are lemurs.  

 
Slide 9 

• Giant hissing cockroach and a hedgehog found in the Spiny Forest in Ifaty, Madagascar 
 
Slide 10 

• Legend of Babakoto – the Indiri saved mankind essentially in this fable found on the 
National Geographic website: 

o “Malagasy legends say the Indri is the father of mankind. The name “Babakoto,” 
or Ancestor of Man, comes from a story of a young boy traveling in the 
rainforests of eastern Madagascar. He climbed a high tree to gather honey, and a 
passerby cut the vines so he couldn’t come down. Just when it seemed the poor 
boy’s fate was sealed, an indri lemur came swinging through the trees and helped 
him climb down from the canopy. This story has been the Indri’s saving grace. 
The critically endangered lemur lives in relative peace in the rainforests around 
Andasibe-Mantadia, approximately 2 hours east of Madagascar’s capital city 
Antananarivo. The local people revere it, and consider hunting the indri a serious 
taboo.” 

 
Slide 11 

• All of the regions of the island are dependent on agriculture, and thus the weather. Rice is 
the largest crop, though a lot of the land is devoted to cattle raising.  

 
Slide 12 

• 20 ethnic groups on the island. Largest of these are the Merina (“elevated people”) who 
generally live on the plateau of Madagascar, away from the coast.  

• Religion wise, most people are Christian or follow the island’s traditional religions, 
which focus on ancestor worship.  

 
Slide 13  

• Mosquito netting around the bed (malaria is a danger here, but the problem is not as bad 
as in other countries).  

• Likewise, infant mortality in Madagascar is higher than the world’s average, but is better 
than a lot of the countries in this part of the world. Though one in three women by the 
time that they turn eighteen will become mothers.  
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Slide 14 
• City landscape of the capital city Antananarivo from the Queen’s Palace 
• According to UNICEF: population 22.2 million people 

 
Slide 16 

• Introduction to Caylah  
• She is a 22-year-old slam poet who focuses on issues that young women face living in 

Madagascar (she is from the island)  
 
Slides 17 /18 

• Videos of Caylah: the first one is in French and is one of her first poems, the other one is 
in English and introduces us to some of the work that Caylah does to give women voices 
and a way of self-expression.  
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